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Abstract-The span of an N -segment chain in a given direction, e, is defined as the maximum distance between
parallel planes normal to e which contain segments of the chain. We present a simple derivation of Daniel's result for
the span of a random chain. We have generalized this simple derivation and have calculated: (I) (Xn..), the average
span of an N -segment random polymer ring; (2) (X.....), the average span in the direction normal to the solution
surface of an N -segment chain which is attached at one end to the surface; (3) In addition, we have obtained the
exact solution of a problern treated by Hollingsworth, the calculation of (RHou), the average distance between the
first segment and the most distant segment in an N -segment polymer chain. The results are:

(X"..)= (7rN/6)' 12 ;;;,. 0.724N'12
(X.....)= 21n 2( 1rN /6)' 12 ;;;,. !.003N'12
(RHou) = !1r( 1rN /6) 112 ;;;,. 1.137 N 112•

For reference purposes we note that the average span calculated by Daniels for an N -segment polymer chain is
(X)= 2(2N/31f )'12 9! 0.921N'12 and the root-mean-square end-to-end distance is (rN2)'12 = N 112•
The spans of each chain configuration in the directions defined by the principal components of the square radius of
gyration of the chain have been determined. The relative values of the average squares of the spans in the directions
of the largest, intermediate, and smallest components of the square radius of gyration are found to be 6. 7: 2.2: I in the
case of the unrestricted polymer chain model. For the same model, Sole and Stockmayer obtained the following set
of relative values of the ordered principal components of the square radius of gyration, 11.7:2.7:1. Wehave
determined that the apparent difference between these two sets of relative average dimensions arises from a different
segment density distribution in the different principal directions.
L INTRODUCTION
Spans of polymer chains are useful measures of their size
and shape. The span of an N -segment chain in a given
direction, e, is defined as the maximum distance between
parallel planes normal to e which contain segments of the
chain. The spanwas first introduced by Daniels 1 in 1941
and later was discussed independently by Kuhn2•3 and, in
a different context, by Feiler.• A set of spans in three·
orthogonal directions serves to define the dimensions of a
reetangular box occupied by a polymer chain. The relative
proportions of the box and the dispo~ition of segments of
the polymer chain within the box influences the solution
properties of these chains. For example, properties such
as viscosity, streaming birefringence, dielectrjc relaxation, and rates of diffusion and Sedimentation are related
to movements of the entire chain, or parts of it, relative to
the solvent. Recently, Mazur and Rubins have shown that
the typical or average shape of the circumscribing box for
a polymer chain is significantly noncubic. They investigated spans based on space-fixed axes6 and on chain-fixed
axes7 and ordered each set of three spans according to
their magnitride. The relative dimensions based on
chain-fixed axes associated with the maximum span of the
entire chain were found to be respectively, 2.42: 1.48: 1
Jind 2.73: 1.55: 1 for unrestricted lattice-random-walk and
self-avoiding lattice-random-walk models of polymer
chains. The result that the typical shape is asymmetric is
not new. Kuhn,8 Hollingsworth9 ' 10 and Kuhn2 came to
sirnilar conclusions. Asymmetrie configurations are simply more numerous than symmetric ones. More recently,
Koyama"· 12 , Sole and Stockmayer, 13 Solc14 and Mazur,
Guttman, and McCrackin 1s investigated the ordered
principal components of the square radius of gyration
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tensor of modelpolymer chains and found evidence for an
even more asymmetric form than that indicated by the
values of the ordered spans cited above. The origin of this
apparent discrepancy lies in the distribution of polymer
segments within the spanning prism and will be discussed
in Section 3.
The effect of the asymmetric shape of polymer chain
molecules on their solution properties has been recognized for some time. 16' 17 However, detailed knowledge of
the average shape of the molecule and detailed knowledge
of the average disposition of segments of the molecule
with respect to its center of gravity has been lacking. This
type of information is important in any discussion of the
gradient dependence of the intrinsic viscosity of chain
molecules. 18' 19
In Section 2, the random fl.ight model of a random
walk20 is adopted as a model of a polymer chain. We
present a simple derivation of the joint probabi)ity
distribution function of three orthogonal spans of the
polymer chain. The derivation uses ideas implicit in the
work of Daniels 1 and Kuhn3 and is easily modified to treat
the following problems: (l) the span of an N -segment
ring; (2) the span in the direction normal to the solution
surface of an N -segment chain which is attached at one
end to the surface; and (3) the exact solution of a problern
treated by Hollingsworth, 9 the determination of the
average distance between the first segment and the most
distant segment in an N -segment polymer chain.
ll. SPANS OF SOME RANDOM FLIGHT CHAINS

In this Section we first derive an expression for
p(R., R2, R3; N) the joint probability distribution func-
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tion (p.d.f.) of three spans of a random ftight chain in the
directions of the orthogonal space-fixed axes, x., x2. xJ.
The quantity, p(R., R2, R3) dR 1dR 2dRJ, is the probability
that a random ftight chain of N steps has a span in the
x1-direction which lies between R, and R, +dR" i = 1, 2, 3.
The terms random ftight, polymer chain, and random walk
are used interchangeably. In the Iimit of large N, the p.d.f.
of the position of the random walk after N steps is
govemed by the equation: 20
(1)

The solution of this simple integral equation is
(8)

Daniels1obtained the product form in eqn (8) for the joint
p.d.f. of the spans in the Iimit N ~ 1. Recently, Weissand
Rubin22 evaluated correction terms to this asymptotic
result.
The average value of the span in the x,-direction, (x;),
is obtained from the expression

where v = v(x., x2, x3; N). The solution of this equation
which is the normalized probability that a random walk
starts at ~.. ~2. ~3 and arrives at x., x2, xl after N steps is
given by the expression
vf,,E2.t.(Xt; x2, xl)

r=
d2
_Jo dR R([Ji2 1/!(R; N)
- r= d2
Jo dR dR 1/!(R; N)

= (2'1T'N/3f 312 exp {- 3[(x~- ~~f

+(x2- ~2)2 +(xJ- ~Jf]/2N}.

(2)

2

The mean square displacement in N steps is

[R~ 1/!(R; N)- 1/!(R; N) ]I=

To determine p(R., R2, R3; N), consider the auxiliary
random ftight problern governed by eqn (1) in the box-like
region O(R~o~2,RJ) where O..:x, ..:R" i = 1,2,3 and
where the boundary conditions on the walls of the box are
absorbing. That is, v(x., x2,.x 3; N) = 0 on the walls of the
box. The probability that the random walk starts in the
box at ~.. ~2. ~J and is located at x., x2, x3at step N is21

(9)

d~ 1/!(R;N)r

-

The functions (d/dR)I/I(R; N) and 1/f(R; N) in eqn (9) are
equal to zero at R = 0. At R = oo, the. numerator and
denominator in eqn (9) must be evaluated by taking the
Iimit R ~oo. The results obtained in Appendix 1 are:
lim J!_ 1/!(R ; N) = 1
R...,dR

n1-1 2 ••-t~ • (~) • (n;'TT'X;) -•'.-'NI6R'}
l

{

-

R,

.L" Slß

R,

Slß - -

R,

e '

' ·

(10)

and

(4)

From eqn (4), we derive an expression which is
proportional to the total number of distinct N -step
random walks which are contained in O(R., R2, R3),

[

d

]

!i~ RdR 1/J(R;N)-I/I(R;N) =2(2N/3'11') 112 •
(11)

Thus the average span of an N -step polymer chain in the
x1-direction is 1"3'4
(12)

where
· 2
L (2n + 1)-2exp [- (2n + 1f'11'
N /6Rl].

SR-~

1/!(R,; N) = ----f

'11' •=0

(6)

lncluded among the distinct N -step walks
O(Rh R2, RJ), 'I'(R., R2, R3; N), there are exactly

in

walks whose spanning box is O(p~o p2, PJ) where 0 ..: p, ..:
R,, i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, the following relation exists between
'I'(R.,R2,Rl;N) and p(p.,p2,pl;N)

1. Span of an N-segment ring
The calculation of the joint p.d.f. of th~ spans of an
N -segment ring requires only a slight modification of the
foregoing calculation. We consider the same auxiliary
random ftight problern govemed by eqn (l) in the box,
O(R., R2, R3), with absorbing boundary conditions on the
walls of the box. Then the probability that a ring of N
steps is contained in the box and passes through the point
~.. ~2 , ~3 can be obtained from eqn (4) by setting x, = ~"
i = 1, 2, 3. This probability is proportional to

TI {1.R, i
i=l

•;=I

sin2 (n;'TT'~') e-•?-.-'NI6Rr}. (13)
R,

Then the total number of distinct N -segment rings which

(7)
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are contained in O(Rt. R2, R3) is proportional to

3

= flx(R;;N)

(14)

i=l

where

where
~

x(R;; N) = L exp [- n21r 2N /6R?].

(15)

r/J.(R 1; N) =

i

:i (2n + lt sin [(2n + 1)1TE/Rd
1

1T n-0

n-1

x exp [- (2n + l) 21rW/6R/]
The joint ·p.d.f. of the spans of an N -segment ring,
Pn.J.Rt. R2, R3; N), and '1'n08(Rt. R2, R3; N) satisfy an
integral equation which is identical with eqn (7). Thus, the
expression for Pnna(Rt. R2, R3; N) is

(23)

and r/I(R; N) is given in eqn (6). Substituting (22) and (23)
in eqn (21), we obtain

(16)
where
The average value of the span of the ring in the
x1-direction is obtained from an expression which is
identical in form with eqn (9)

4 ~
r/lsun.(RI; N) = -R L exp [- (2n + 1)2 1TW/6R/].
111=0

(25)
(Xnna)=

[Re& x(R; N)- x(R;
d
~~
dR x(R;N)

N)]r
.

(17)

The values of the numerator and denominator in the Iimit
R -+ oo are obtained in Appendix 2. The results are
lim _E_ x(R; N) = (3/21TN) 112

(18)

~~ [ R~ x(R; N)- x(R; N)] =~.

(19)

R~~dR

Included among the number of distinct N -step walks in
O(Rt. R 2, R3)
which
originate
on
x1 = 0,
'lf,un.(Rt. R2, R3; N), there are exactly

walks whose spanning box has the dimensions Pt. P2• P3·
Thus the relation between '~'••n.(Rt. R 2, R 3 ; N) and
Psurf,(ph P2• P3) is '

and

Thus the average span of an N-segment polymer chain in
the x1-direction is

The expression for Pson.(Rt. R 2, R 3 ; N) is

2. Span in the direction normal to the solution surface of

an N-segment chain which is attached at one end to the
surface
We assume that the solution surface corresponds to the
plane x1 = 0. The calculation of the joint p.d.f. of the
spans in this case Psun.(Rt. R2, R3; N) requires further
modification. We must proceed indirectly in the calculation of 'l',un.(Rt. R2, R3; N), a quantity whi~h is proportional to the total number of distinct N -step walks which
originate on the surface x1 =0 and lie in the region
0 ..-; X1 ..-; R1, i = 1, 2, 3. There is a complication because the
walks originate on an absorbing surface. To circumvent
this difficulty, we first calculate 'I',(Rt. R2, R 3; N), a
quantity proportional to the total number of distinct
N -step walks which originate anywhere on the plane
x1 =E inside the region O(Rt. R 2, R3) and remain in
O(Rt. R2, R3). Subsequently we calculate
'l'sun.(Rt. R2, R3; N) = lim E- 1'1',(Rt. R 2, R3; N).
.~

(21)

The average value of the span normal to the surface is

_ [ Rr/l,un.(R; N) ~

f

dpr/J,urf,(p; N)]

r/lsun.(R; N) ~~

-

~~

(28)

The values of the numerator and denominator in eqn (28)
in the Iimit R -+ oo are obtained in Appendix 3. The results
are
lim r/lsun.(R; N) =(6/1rN) 112

R-

(29)
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The values of the numerator and denominator in eqn (37)
in the Iimit R -+eo are obtained in Appendix 4. The results
are

N)] =2ln 2.
(30)

Thus the average span normal to the surface of a
surface-attached N -segment polymer chain is
(31)

3. Exact solution of a problern posed by Hollingsworth 9
We next treat the problern of calculating for an N-step
random .walk the average largest excursion from its
starting point. The problern of calculating the p.d.f. of the
largest excursion in an N-step walk, PHou.(R), can be
treated in a manner which is exactly analogous to the
calculation of the joint p.d.f. of the spans Rh R2, R3 in eqn
(8). We consider the auxiliary random ftight problern
govemed by eqn (l) in a sphere of radius R with an
absorbing boundary condition on the surface of the
sphere. The appropriate coordinate system for treating
this problern is spherical polar with the origin and starting
point of the random walk located at the center of the
sphere. In spherical polar coordinates, for a walk starting
at the origin, eqn (l) takes the form
av 1 1 a 2av
-=---raN

6r 2ar

ar

(32)

with v(R, N) = 0 and v(r, 0) = 8(0). The solution is21

(38)

lim 'I'Hou.(R; N) = l

R....,

and

~~ [ R'I'Hon.(R; N)-

r

dp'I'Hon.(p; N)] =!1r(1rN/6)112 •
(39)

Thus the average largest excursion from the starting point
of an N -step walk is
(40)

The numerical value of (RHon) which Hollingsworth9
obtained agrees with (40) to the first two decimal places.
10. ASYMMETRie DISPOSITION OF SEGMENTS
IN llANDOM FIJGBT CBAINS

Sole and Stockmayer13 have studied the asymmetric
shape of random ftight polymer chains by determining the
average ordered principal components of the square
radius of gyration. If uj(n), i = 1, 2, 3, are the coordinates
of the n th segment with respect to the center of gravity of
the chain in the principal axis directions of the square
radius of gyration, then the ordered components of the
'
square radius of gyration are
N

S/(N) = (N + 1)"'"'

L u/(n),

i

= 1, 2, 3

(41)

n=O

The total number of random walks which start at the
origin and remain in the sphere after N steps is
proportional to
'I'HonJR; N) =

r

=2 i

where S/(N);;;. Sl(N);;;. S12(N). The relative average
values obtained by Sole and Stockmayer13 are
(S/):(Sl):(S/)= ll.7:2.7:1.

dp41rp 2Vo(p; N)

•$1

(-1)" exp ( -1r2n2N/6R 2).

(34)

The total number of walks repre~ented in 'I'Hou.(R; N) is
related to the p.d.f., p 11.u.(p; N), that the maximum
excursion is p by the relation
'I'Hon.(R ; N) =

L
R

dp PHon.(P; N)

Rubin and Mazur7 have determined the square spans
r/(N), rl(N), r12(N) associated with the set of values
S/(N), Sl(N), S12(N) foreachpolymer chain. The span
r?(N) is simply
n,m

where max { } denotes the maximum value in the set of all
n,m

(35)

intersegment distance components. The relative values of
the average square spans are

so

(r/): (r2 2): (r/) = 6.7:2.2: 1.

d
PHoli.(R; N) = dR 'I'Hou.(R; N).

Rubin and Mazur7 verified that the distribution of values
of uNn ), n = 0, ... , N, within the spanning box is, on the
average, significantly different in the different directions,
i = 1, 2, 3. The distribution is ftattest in the direction i = 3
and the distributions in the directions i = 2 and i = 1 fall
off progressively more rapidly from the center to the faces
of the box. This type of variation accounts for the
apparent discrepancy between the two measures of
asymmetry listed in eqns (42) and (43).

(37)

'H. E. Daniels, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 37, 244 (1941).

_r

dRRPHon.(R; N)
(RHou)- (~
Jo dRPHon.(R; N)

-

r

dp'I'Hon.(p;N)Jr

'I'Hon.(R;N)r

(43)

(36)

The average value of the maximum excursion is

_ [R'I'Hou.(R;N)-

(42)
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second term on the right-hand side of eqn (44) is negligible
compared to the first term in the Iimit R -+ oo, so
d

~

lim dR I/I(R; N) = 81T-2

R-

L (2n + n-2 = 1.

n~

.

(48)
The expression for R d~ 1/J(R; N)- 1/J(R; N) is

~ 1/J(R; N)- I/I(R; N) = 8R1r-2~o (2n + lt2
xexp [ -(2n

+1)'1r2N/6R 2]

+ (4N /3) (3/21TN)' 12 8o(O, i3R 2/21TN)- 1/J(R; N)
= 2(2N/31T)112 80(0, i3R 2/21TN).

(49)

In the Iimit R -+ oo, we have

!i~ [ R~ 1/J(R; N)- I/I(R;N)] =2(2N/31T)112•

(50)

2: Evaluation of

and
APPENDIX

1. Evaluation of

where

lim _.! I/I(R; N)
R-dR

x(R; N) =

and

L exp (- n21r 2N/6R 2),

·-·

The function x(R; N) can be expressed in terms of a Theta
Function

!i!!! [ R~ 1/J(R; N)-1/J(R; N)]

x(R;N)= -4+!8,(0,i1TN/6R 2)

where

(51)

where

1/J(R; N) = 8R1r- 2 L (2n + lt2exp [ -(2n + l)21T 2N/6R 2].

·-·

The expression for

83(0, i1rN/6R 2) = 1 + 2

t..

exp [- 1T(::.)n 2

J

(52)

Equation (51) can be rewritten using the transformation"
d
dR 1/J(R;N)

83(0, i1rN/6R 2) = (6R 2/1TN) 112 83 (0, i6R 2/1rN)

(53)

so

is
d

'

~

dR 1/J(R; N) = 81r - 2~o (2n + lt2exp [- (2n + 1)21r 2N /6R 2]
+(8N/3R 2)

L exp[ -(2n + 1)21T 2N/6R 2]

The derivative with respect to R of the expression for x(R; N) in
eqn (54) Ieads to the following result in the Iimit R -+ oo

•-O

!i!!! d~ x(R; N) = (3/21TN)' 12.

L (2n + lt2exp[ -(2n + l)21r 2N/6R 2]
•-0

=81r- 2

+ (4N /3R 2)82(0, i21TN /3R 2),

(44)

Th~

where 82(0, i21TN/3R 2) is a Theta Function!' The Theta Function,

(55)

expression for
d

RdR x(R; N)-x(R; N)
82(0, i21TN/3R 2) = 2 ~o exp [ -1r(;~!f) (n +!}2].

(45)

is related to another Theta Function by the transformation 23
82(0, i21TN/3R 2) = (3R 2/21TN)' 12 80(0, i3R 2/21TN)

(46)

where
8o, (0, i3R 2/21TN) = 1 + 2

L (-1)" exp (- 3R 2n2/2N).

·-·

(47)

Combining eqns (46) and (47) with (44), it can be seen that the

is

Rd~ x(R ;N)- x(R; N) = (3/21TN)' 12 [ R8,(0, i6R 2/1TN)
+ R 2d~ 8,(0, i6R 2/1rN)]
+ !- (3/21TN)' 12R8,(0, i6R 2/1rN)

=!+(3/21TN)' 12R 2d~ 8,(0,i6R 2/1rN).

(56)
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!i!! [ R~ x(R; N)- x(R; N)] = !.
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In the Iimit R -+ oo, we have
!i!! [ Rl/f••,..(R; N)-

(57)

1/!.....(p; N) dp] = 21n 2.

(62)

4. Evaluation of lim 1/!Hon.(R; N) and

3. Evaluation of lim "''""·(R; N) and

R-

R-

lim [RI/I .....(R; N)- ( R dpl/l.....(p; N)]

!i!!, [ RI/!Hou.(R; N)

Jo

R.-

r

-l

R

dpi/!Hott.(P; N)]

where

where
I/I.....(R;N)=4R- 1

1/!Hou.(R; N) = 2 L (-1)"+ 1 exp (- '1T 2 n2 N/6R 2).
•-1

L exp[-(2n+1) '1T N/6R'].
2

2

•-0

The function 1/!.....(R; N) can be expressed in terms of Theta
Functions as
1/!.....(R; N) = 2R- 1 92(0, i2'1TN/3R 2)

The function 1/!Hott.(R; N) is expressed in terms of Theta
Functions as
1/!Hou.(R; N);= 1- 9o(O, i'1TN/6R')

(63)

1/!Hon.(R; N) = I-(6/'1TN) 112R9,(0, i6R 2 /'1TN).

(64)

(58)

or
or
(59)

1/!.....(R; N) = (6/'1TN) 112 9o(O, i3R 2 /2'1TN).

In the Iimit R -+ oo

In the Iimit R -+ oo, we have

(65)

lim 1/!Hon.(R; N) = I.
R-

lim 1/!.....(R; N) = (6/'1TN) 112•

(60)

R-

The expression for [RI/f,url.(R; N)- ~R dpl/l.....(p; N)], which is
obtained by using eqns (59) and (47), is

r
-r

Rl/f ••,..(R; N)-

The expression for RI/!Hon.(R; N)
RI/!Hon.(R; N)

-l

R

-l

R

dpi/!Hon.(p; N) is

dpi/!Holl.(p; N)

-r

= R- (6/'1TN) 112R 2 92(0, i6R 2 /'1TN)
dpl/f••,..(p; N)

= (6/'1TN) 112R{ I+ 2 ~~ (-I)" exp [- 3R 2 n2 /2N]}
dp(6/'1TN) 1t;z{ I+ 2 ~

= 2R(6/'1TN)

1

112

(-

= - (6/'1TN) 112R 2 92(0, i6R 2 /'1TN)

I)" exp [- 3p 2 n 2/2N]}

L (-I)" exp (- 3R n /2N)
2

dp[l- (6/'1TN) 112p9,(0, i6p 2 /'1TN)]

+ 2(6/'1TN) 112 ~o

i (-1)"+ Jo(R dp exp(- 3p n /2N).
1

2

2

2

(66)
In the Iimit R -+ oo, we have

2

n=l

+ 2(6/'1TN) 112

LR dpp exp [- (n + !) 6p /N].

2

n-1

(61)

~!!!, [ RI/!Hon.(R; N)-

r

dpi/!Ho;l.(p; N)] =!'IT('ITN/6) 112 •
(67)

